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WASHINGTON NURSES FACE NEW BILL AND
AMENDMENTS —Washington Senator Maureen
Walsh said that nurses spend most of their
day playing cards when she advocated for an
amendment to exclude small, rural hospitals from
a bill requiring nurses to have uninterrupted meal
and rest breaks. The Washington State Nurses
Association rebuked her comments, stating that
nurses are obviously caring for the patients, and
it said reducing their break time would result in
lower quality of care for patients. Across Twitter,
nurses, doctors, and celebrities shared their
experiences, and they said Sen. Walshs comments
were ignorant. While the bill calling for the
mandatory breaks passed in the Washington
House, the amendment Walsh argued for was also
approved. However, Sen. Walsh also argued that
since nurses claim to be so exhausted and need
those breaks, they should work eight hour shifts
max instead of a 12-hour shift.
TV COMEDIAN WINS UKRAINIAN PRESIDENCY
- In a landslide victory, Ukranian comedian and
actor Volodymr Zelensky defeated the incumbent
to win the country’s presidency. Zelensky was
trained as a lawyerbut has no political experience;
he is most well known for his role in a TV show,
where he played a character who accidentally
becomes President. After winning 73 percent
of the vote, he promised to end the war in the
Donbass region of Ukraine and to rid the country
of corruption in an effort to decrease the price
of living, though he has not given exact plans on
how he will do so. He is expected to take office
next month but may have some trouble getting
approval for new policies, as the largest faction
in parliament is loyal to the incumbent. After
the election, the U.S. President and German
Chancellor have pledged to support Ukraine’s
territorial integrity amid tensions after Russia
annexed Crimea.
NEWS
HUMAN COMPOSTING IN WASHINGTON -
Washington could become the first state in the
U.S. to legalize composting human remains after
death. After the Washington Senate and House
approved of Bill 5001 on April 19, the bill now
needs to pass Governor Jay Inslee. All it will take
ishis signature to approve it and put it into action.
If the bill is signed, it would be effective on May
1, 2020. The bill discusses “liquid cremation” and
“organic reduction” being alternatives to a regular
burial or cremation. The process would officially
be known as “recomposition.” The argument for
human composting is that this alternative would
be cheaper and better for the environment than
burial/cremation. The remains would be turned
into a nutrient dense soil, which would then be
returned tofamilies. The push for “recomposition”
is heavily backed by Seattleite Katrina Spade, who
founded Recompose, a vision for funeral homes
based on “natural organic reduction.”
SRI LANKA EXPLOSIONS - On Easter morning,
Sri Lanka faced violence and terror. Over 300
people were killed and over 400 were injured due
to explosions at hotels and churches. One of the
explosions is believed to have been caused by
a suicide bomber. Most of those that died were
Sri Lankan, but at least 27 deaths were foreign
nationals. It is unknown who caused the eight
explosions, although eight people have been
arrested. The government placed a curfew in the
city of Columbo where six of the eight explosions
occurred. The curfew has been placed “until
further notice,” and many social media networks
are temporarily blocked. This is the deadliest
attack to happen in Sri Lanka since 2009, which
marked the end of the country’s 26-year civil war.
THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF COLUMBINE -
April 20 marks 20 years since the mass shooting
at Columbine High School in Colorado. Early in
the week, Colorado FBI began a manhunt for an
18-year-old girl named Sol Pais, who had shown
an unusual interestwith the Columbine massacre.
Pais made posts on social media sites about
her “infatuation” with Columbine, and these
posts were deemed a credible threat to Denver
suburbs, causing more than 100 schools to close
formultiple days in fear of a copycat attack. Pais
flew from Florida to Denver, and upon arrival,
Pais bought a pump action shotgun legally from
a gun store. Eventually, investigators found Pais’
body in the mountains outside of Denver, where
she died from self-inflicted gun wounds. It is not
known whether she had planned an attack or not.
The Columbine school shooting in 1999 claimed
12 student lives and a teacher, and it is known as
one ofthe first significant school shootings.
MUELLER REPORT - The long-awaited report of
special counsel Robert Mueller was released on
April 18, for the public. The report is over 400
pages and was redacted to preserve sensitive
information. The report is focused on Russian
meddling during the 2016 presidential election.
The Mueller probe took over 2,500 subpoenas,
almost 500 search warrants, and over 25 million
dollars to complete. Those numbers led to 37
total indictments—of which were 26 Russians,
four prison sentences, and seven guilty pleas.
The report cites that Trump requested his staff
to influence the Russian probe, which ultimately
did not happen because the staff members did
not carry out those orders. Mueller has been
requested to testify in front of Congress no later
thanMay 23.
Michaela can be reached at
mmoore@su-spectator.com.
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STUDENTS TAPING OVER DOORS FACILITATED BREAK-IN AT CAMPION HALL
Myrea Mora
StaffWriter
In the second break in to Campion
Hall in the 2018-19 school year, a
suspect broke into the Cave and was
later in a student lounge, hours after
Public Safety officials searched the
building for the individual.
On April 4, Seattle University Public
Safety found the suspect who had
broken into the cave asleep on the
eighth floor of Campion Hall hours
after the break-in. At approximately
1:12 a.m., Public Safety was informed
of a security alarm activation from the
cave in the basement level of Campion
Hall. When they arrived at the
scene, they observed that a window
on the east side of the building had
been shattered.
Upon this realization, theycontacted
the Seattle Police Department (SPD)
and conducted an internal check of
the area and residence hall. When the
police arrived, Public Safety received
a report that the suspect may have
potentially entered the north stairwell.
Public Safety reviewed camera
surveillance footage and it appeared
that the suspect had exited the north
stairwell and made his way towards
Murphy Garage. Officers then
proceeded to check that area. Public
safety searched Campion Hall and
checked both stairwells in the building
but were unable to locate the suspect.
They then boarded up the
windows and secured the space,
while continuing to review video
surveillance. At this time, they noticed
that the subject was in the tea garden
area earlier in the night and were able
to get a clear description ofhim.
The individual who they believed
was the suspect did not match the
description. Around two hours after
the alarm was set off, the public safety
team on duty went back through
the building.
Upon arriving at the eighth floor
they realized that the door had been
taped so that any individual could
have access to the floor. The locking
mechanism was not able to function
properly as it was taped over the latch
so the door could not lock.
When Public Safety checked the
lounge on floor eight, they found that
the door was closed, and the suspect
was sleeping on the floor of the room.
At that point, they contacted SPD
and secured him in the lounge until
they arrived.
The police arrived around
3:29 a.m. The suspect assaulted a
police officer and was arrested for
burglary, trespassing, and assault of a
police officer.
Craig Birklid, the director of public
safety informed The Spectator that
Public Safety has had other incidents
with the suspect in the past.
This individual had previously
broken into the building in December
of 2018 in an attempt to steal
computers from The Spectator office.
Public Safety did not see the suspect
the first time they conducted an
investigation of the building as he was
sleeping behind a couch. They also
did not realize that the door from the
stairwell to the eighth floor had been
taped over.
“I don’t know how common it is for
the doors to be tapped over but it is
definitely a concern that our team will
be focusing in on,” Birklid said.
At 3:28 a.m., Public Safety sent an
email to the Seattle U community
informing individuals that a break-
in had taken place in Campion at the
basement level. At 9:48 a.m. another
email was sent out, updating the
community on the events that took
place after the break-in.
Birklid explained that the on-
call team that is in charge of timely
notifications sends out emails aS
soon as possible. Non-emergencies
are communicated through
emails to bring knowledge to the
situation. Whereas emergencies that
require an immediate response are
communicated through text messages.
“Timely warning notifications are
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federally reported crimes that go
out as soon as we have information
that can be shared, but emergency
communication is immediate
situations that students need to be
aware of straightaway to keep them
safe,” Birklid said.
All resident rooms have doors
that automatically lock, so when
investigating, the department keeps
that information in mind. Public
Safety checks all areas open to the
public such as lounges and restrooms.
Building monitors and student staff
are meant to be checking the floors
on an hourly basis to check things like
stairwell doors and fire equipment.
Public Safety stated that if they
had knowledge that the suspect had
entered the building an emergency
text message would have been sent
out to keep students safe from the
suspect who entered the building
without permission.
Pamela Gonzalez Wheeler sent out
an email two days after the incident
to ensure students that safety is her
top priority as the area coordinator
of campion and from the campion
leadership team.
The email addressed ways that the
Campion Hall community could
offer support, how residents should
support each other, and personal ways
for students to support themselves.
“Campions staff team cares very
much for our residents, and their
safety is our top priority. We have
the privilege and responsibility of
facilitating a sense of belonging
through the intersection of safety, fun,
and growth and we implement this
through various methods regardless
of specific incidents,” Wheeler said in
an email statement to the Spectator.
Myrea may be reached at
mmora@su-spectator.com
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NICARAGUAN REFUGEES VOICE THEIR CONCERNS AT UW
JoshuaScoggin
StaffPhotographer
It’s been a year since the political
situation in Nicaragua hit a critical
low with the Ortega regime. To
commemorate this and to bring
awareness of the situation in their
country, five speakers put their
anonymityandliberty atriskby coming
to the University of Washington
(UW) and letting interested people
know what is currently happening in
Nicaragua.
The UW Center for Human Rights
and the student groupFree Nicaraguan
Political Prisoners decided to take
action and host the event. People that
had left Nicaragua and were seeking
refuge in the United States shared
theirpersonal perspectives on what is
happening in their country. Nicaragua
is currently under the rule of an
oppressive dictator who is seeking to
rid the people ofNicaragua from their
freedomby violently silencing them.
On April 18,2018 the Ortega regime
in Nicaragua started to violently
oppress people who protested the
dictatorship. Their main target
were activists and students who led
campaigns, but regular students,
social workers and teachers were
not and still are not safe. The Ortega
family essentially runs the country
6 NEWS
as Mrs. Ortega is vice-president their
son is their successor. This regime
has lead to people seeking refuge in
other countries and the ones who
remain constantly fear for their safety
and liberty.
The speakers asked to be kept
anonymous and no recording of any
kind was allowed to protect those
who have or want to return to their
home country. This event was held in
order to create awareness, but also to
encouragethe UW and its community
to put pressure on the Ortega regime
to hopefully alleviate the suffering of
the people.
Nicaraguan and other Central
American supporters attended the
event along with UW students and
a Seattle U UCOR class in its full to
show support to their Nicaraguan
classmates who participated in the
speaking.
“I think it’s really important [to host
events like these] because it shows
the reality of our country,” one of the
speakers said, who is also a Seattle
U student and wished to remain
anonymous. “It’s really good to share
our experiences with these types of
events, and we hope to host some at
our university but we haven’t received
a lot of support and mainly held events
in Spanish speaking classrooms. We
really hopethat we can be able to reach
out to more of our English-speaking
colleagues at SU.”
The event moved on and it got very
personal and emotional. One of the
speakers talked abouthow her brother
was murdered and used as a symbol
to plant fear in the people’s heart and
it was clear how the audience and the
rest of the speakers felt. The somber
yet inspiring environment allowed
for ideas to germinate about how to
spread the word and get involved.
“Me and a couple of other students
were taking a class on Latin American
civil rights” Sarvin Mahmoodi, one of
the 10 students involved in the event,
said. “Our professor motivated us to
start raising awareness of different
things that have been happening,
especially regarding the situation
in Nicaragua.”
Mahmoodi’s team of UW students,
with the support of the professor and
the UW Center for Human Rights
put up the event, without a lot of help
from universityauthorities.
“Our professor gave us the initial
ideas, but she let us choose whatever
path we wanted to take to let our
fellow students know about the issues
that Nicaragua faces,”Mahmoodi said.
“If there is a professor at Seattle U who
is also Nicaraguan or is intimately
involvedwith the situation itwould be
really helpful and an important step to
actually make stuffhappen.”
But it’s not only people at UW who
are concerned about the situation in
Central America.
“The thing that people don’t
understand is that there is hardship in
othercountries,” one oftheNicaraguan
Seattle U exchange students said.
“Even though SU has supported us a
lot we always feel that there could be
more support to raise awareness. We
don’t really want to go back to our
country and even though we are aware
that there are complicating policies
between my Nicaraguan university
and the university in Seattle, we feel
Seattle University should be looking at
this in terms of lives that are at stake.”
To create this kind of awareness
at Seattle U, the students of the
UCOR 1600 class taught by Serena
Cosgrove, who is an expert in Central
American affairs, will be having
talks about the different difficulties
faced by the isthmus countries at the
Seattle U Undergraduate Research
Association Conference.
Joshua may be reached at
jscoggin@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U PAYS SMALL SETTLEMENT FEE TO DISMISS ADJUNCT LAWSUIT
JoshMerchant
News Editor
A judge has dismissed the lawsuit filed
by a former Seattle University adjunct
professor in early January against
the university, which alleged that the
university withheld wages and did
not pay adjunct professors for their
rest periods.
According to Seattle U Legal
CounselMary Petersen, the university
paid a settlement fee of less than
$3,000 in exchange for the plaintiff’s
voluntary agreement to dismiss
the case.
The court filed an Order for
Dismissal with Prejudice on March
26, prior to the start of spring quarter.
Both parties agreed to the dismissal
when Seattle U, represented by James
Sanders, responded to the lawsuit on
Feb. 6, citing that the state Supreme
Courthad rejected an almost identical
case in 2003.
Because the case was dismissed
“with prejudice,” the plaintiff can no
longer bring this same issue to court
in the future.
The former adjunct professor was
represented by a legal team, made up
of Craig Ackermann, India Bodien,
and Brian Denlinger.
“Ms. Custis’s attorneys reviewed
the law in Washington and agreed
her case should be dismissed, but
still asked that the university pay
Ms. Custis a nominal sum (less than
a course fee) to dismiss her claims
voluntarily,” Petersen said in an email
to The Spectator.
Petersen said that Seattle U paid the
small settlement fee instead of going
through the expensive legal process.
Adjunct professors at Seattle U are
paid per course. The lawsuit claimed
that the pay amount per course did
not account for time spent preparing
for the course, “including, but not
limited to, grading papers and
course materials, creating online
course materials, developing course
materials, attending mandatory
faculty meetings, assisting students
with senior symposium, answering
student questions, and pre-and-
post course preparation,” according
to a copy of the lawsuit obtained by
The Spectator.
This lawsuit was a class-action
lawsuit, meaning that the adjunct
professor was suing for alleged
damages against an estimated 200
additional adjuncts who, according to
the lawsuit, had their wages withheld
or had missed paid breaks.
In an email statement to The
Spectator, the legal team representing
the former adjunct professor said that
in California, adjunct professors are
required to be paid at least $960 per
week in order to be considered “salary
exempt.” In Washington, however,
the threshold is $455—about half of
California’s minimum.
“Since the WA Supreme Court has
held that this is the law in the Clawson
case, we were forced to dismiss the
putative class action claims without
prejudice and resolve the matter
individually,” the legal team said in an
email statement to The Spectator.
The dismissal ofthis case marks the
end of one of the latest legal action
adjunct professors have taken against
Seattle U for allegedly mistreating
its employees.
The previous lawsuit was filed when
Seattle U refused to let non-tenure-
track faculty unionize after they put
it to a vote in 2014. The National
Labor Relations Board had facilitated
the vote, and as a result, Seattle U
argued that the federal government’s
interference in the affairs of Seattle
U’s employees could interfere
with its religious character as a
Jesuit university.
The university planned to continue
to escalate the legal conflict until it
APRIL 24,2019
reached the U.S. Supreme Court, but
the adjunct faculty, represented by
the Service Employees International
Union, dropped the lawsuit in
January 2018.
Though this class-action lawsuit
will not go through the legal system,
the adjunct professor’s legal team
emphasized that they see the
Washington law as unjust.
“We join with those who are
frustrated by the existing WA law and
would be willing to meet with anyone
interested in lobbying for a change in
WA law,” the legal team said in their
email statement.
Joshmay be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
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ESPORTS CLUB GEARS UP FOR QUARTERLY GAME NIGHT
Michael Pazen
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University’s ESports club is
planning to fill Student Center 130
with the rowdy sounds of competitive
and casual gaming alike. Armed
with a variety of games—from Super
Smash Bros to an assortment ofboard
games—the club will be hosting their
quarterly game night. They hope that
all attendees will either come and play
a game that they already love or learn
how to play something they’ve never
played before.
Leah Arakaki, a senior and the
current president of the ESports club,
described the club’s plan to encourage
students to try new games.
“We’re hoping to have this kind
of ‘Wheel of Games,’ so you have to
spin the wheel, and whatever it lands
on, you have to one-on-one your
opponent in that game,” she said.
While the Wheel of Games will
a centerpiece of the event, Arakaki
noted that the game night will be open
to all who are interestedand should be
an opportunity for all kinds of gamers
to hang out and have fun.
Although the ESports club is
currently able to host events such as
8 NEWS
their quarterly game nights, it wasn’t
always so easy. The club was founded
eight months ago when Danielle
Gilbert, a junior and the current
financial officer ofthe club, approached
Arakaki with the intention to create
something new.
“Therewasn’t any sort ofcommunity
for people who are interested in video
games,” Arakaki said, speaking to her
motivation in co-founding the club.
Taking note of the distinct lack of a
community space for gamers, Arakaki
and Gilbert were inspired to make a
change. Both had a passionfor gaming,
and the two of them recognized that
therehad to be others on campus who
shared that passion.
The group, despite its recent
formation, has already grown to 107
members. The club’s quick growth
has filled its founders with hope for
the future, as the continued growth
shows no signs of stopping. For now,
much of the club’s activity is focused
on building visibility and informing
students not only that the club exists,
but that it is open to all who are
interested. Especially significant is the
fact that the club welcomes gamers of
any skill and every type.
“You should just come out,” Arakaki
said.
Gilbert said that the club is a
welcoming environment for people of
any interest or experience level.
“Ifyou like playing video games and
if you want to find a community who
likes playing video games, this is an
all-encompassing club,” Gilbert said,
echoing the sentiment. “We’rehere for
anything and anyone.”
Thewelcoming attitude that Arakaki
and Gilbert have cultivated is evident
in the experiences ofthose who attend
the club’s weekly meetings.
“Everyone was really nice to me the
first time I showed up,” Heryk Palapa
said, one of the members of the club
who teams up with other members to
play League of Legends. “I felt really
part of the team, part of the club.”
While Palapa and many others
joined the ESport club in order
to gain a competitive edge, the
club is just as welcoming to the
less-experienced player.
“A lot of times, some of us come
over and we just want to play games,
get our minds off of everything,
and do something as a community,”
Sophia Hwang, the club’s freshman
officer said. Hwang emphasized the
easygoing nature of the club and
weekly meetings and how pleasant it
is to have a community for gamers.
“If you’re interested in games,”
Hwang said. “I highly recommend
coming, saying hi, and meeting other
people who love it too.”
Those whoattend the club’s meetings
can always find common ground,
whether it be through Overwatch or
Tetris 99. The club’s meetings require
no prior commitment to attend, so
anyone is free to come and go as
they please.
In addition to providing a place
where gamers can gather, Arakaki and
Gilbert also offer valuable resources to
the membersof the ESports club.
“Arakaki always -posts career
opportunities in terms of internships
and I’m here, posting other
opportunities on campus for on-
campus jobs, so we’re just trying to
help everyone out and do as much as
we can,” Gilbert said.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-speictator.com
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SEATTLE CENTRAL COLLEGE COPES WITH RACIST VANDALISM ON CAMPUS
Caylah Lunning & Michaela Moore
Senior Staff Writer & Staff Writer
After Seattle Central College (SCC)
discovered racist vandalism drawn
on a stairwell by a student, it took the
school three weeks to cover it with
paint. The vandalism was found on
March 21, located in a stairwell that
is not used too frequently, but nobody
knows just how long the graffiti
was there.
The Seattle Police Department
(SPD) did not classify the vandalism
as a hate crime at first. However, the
image depicted a lynching, along
with the words “Damn your strange
fruit.” The writing was a reference to
“Strange Fruit,” a song sung by Billie
Holiday about lynching. SPD has since
reclassified the case as a hate crime.
The drawing also listed names
above the question, “Who will be
next?” tagged in the stairwell. SCC
President Sheila Edwards Lange said
in a campus-wide email that the
vandalism was a hate crime because of
the violent messaging.
Earlier in the year, the city of
Sammamish also dealt with racist
vandalism, and the number of hate
crimes doubled from 2016 to 2017
in the state of Washington. With this
in mind, it seems more and more
important to be aware of how racism
can affect a college in Seattle.
“We are an urban campus in a
high traffic and visible area, so it’s
unrealistic to think that incidents like
this won’t happen again,” Edwards
Lange told The Spectator in an email.
This incident'has led SCC to review
their security procedures to take
measures as an attempt to stop this
kind of crime. The use of cameras
will be implemented to make it
more difficult for vandals to tag or
deface walls on campus, according to
Edwards Lange.
Edwards Lange said she does not
want this to affect any students or
the school.
“It’s made us more aware of the
bias and hate that still exists in
our community,” Edwards Lange
said in her email. “We strive to be
a welcoming, open, and inclusive
college, and will continue our efforts
to make it a safe place for all.”
Roberto Bonaccorso, SCC’s director
of communications, discussed the
school’s student body and how it was
affected by the graffiti.
“It’s incredibly disturbing and very
upsetting to a lot of our students and
it’s something that we don’t welcome
or want here on our campus,”
Bonaccorso said. “Seattle Central
prides itself on being a diverse and
inclusive and pursuing social justice,
and that kind of message has no place
in our campus.”
The image has been painted over,
but it took almost two weeks after
the image was discovered for action
to be taken. SCC plans to be timelier
at removing vandalism if a situation
comes up again.
Mark Cohan, chair of the
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Seattle Central College located on Broadway was vandalized with racistgraffiti just two weeks ago.
Seattle University Department of
Anthropology and Sociology spoke
to how violent acts such as this racist
drawing can affect a minoritized
person’s psyche.
“In general, that sort of hate speech
has the effect of making certain
members of a community feel
under threat and generally that’s the
intention,” Cohan said. “When you
add images of lynching, there’s such a
long history of white violence against
African-Americans; that is meant to
invoke that history. It’s meant to be an
act of terror really.”
However, Edwards Lange wants to
make it clear that this type of situation
has no place on campus, as it should
be a safe space for all.
“Hate is not and will not be welcome
at Seattle Central College,” Lange said.
This incident happened prior to
the potential hate crime possibly
APRIL 24,2019
committed by Seattle U students,
which occurred on April 1. While
it is unknown if it was a hate crime
due to the nature of the perpetrators
pulling on the Uber driver’s headscarf
(it is unclear if the driver is a Muslim
woman),the SPD do not havean active
investigation regarding this incident.
According to Edwards Lange, there
have not been any further leads in the
investigation regarding the vandalism
at SCC.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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CAMPUS EVENTS PROMOTE SEXUAL
i
MTTIMCTXu
BY KHUONG “TEDDY” VO
DESIGN BY CONNOR MERRION
Take
Back the Night (TBTN) has
been an annual event at Seattle
University every April, and
this yearcontinued to be a supportive
space for survivors of sexual assault.
Along with TBTN, Health and
Wellness Crew (HAWC) hosted two
educational events last week: The
Clothesline Project and a student
conversation about masculinity.
Izzy Wroblewski, program
coordinator for healthy relationships
at HAWC and an advisor for TBTN,
spoke to the mission and significance
of the event.
“The intention of Take Back the
Night isto really give a space to support
thosewho’ve experienced trauma, and
survivors,andto give an opportunity to
take part in that support,” Wroblewski
said. “By having the march, the vigil,
the speakerss, and the speak-out, it
gives students different opportunities
to engage with the subject and to
start a conversation about how sexual
violence or different types ofpersonal
power-based relationship can really
affect our community.”
April is Sexual Assault Awareness
Month, and Seattle Us theme for this
year is “I ask for consent.”
Wroblewski believes that education
on consent is important in creating
more awareness for and in changing
the stigma surrounding sexual assault.
“I think it all starts with talking
about these issues, starting consent
education really early in elementary
schools and middle schools,
incorporating consent into everything
we do or we think about, and really
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
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working to end power-based personal
violence with bystander intervention,”
Wroblewski said. “If you see
something, say something. And when
someone does come to you saying,
‘Hey, this happened to me,’ believe
that person, support that person,
tell them it’s not their fault that it
happened to them.”
Jesse Goncalves, a senior math
major and coordinator of the
student conversation on masculinity,
discussed the perceived differences
between masculinity and femininity.
“I think that because masculine and
feminine are these ideas, they’re not
people or characteristics that everyone
has. But they’re ideas that often
influenceus as expectations ofhow we
are supposed to be based on whatever
gender we’re perceived to have or
“EVERY GIRL HEARS THAT STATISTIC
THAT IN COLLEGE, ONE IN FIVE
WOMEN WILL BE RAPED. AND I
REMEMBER BRING A SOPHOMORE IN
HIGH SCHOOL AND STANDING WITH
MY FRIENDS...AND I REALIZED THAT
THERE WERE FIVE OF US THERE. AND
I WAS DEVASTATED TO SEE THAT.”
we identify with,” Goncalves said.
“I think that particularly men often
have a really hard time identifying
expectations or experiences as
being influenced by masculinity
because we often have the privilege
not to be aware of that, or not to
talk about it.
Goncalves advises to reflect on
what masculinity is and to bring
that awareness into everyday life to
“considerhow we can escape the box
it puts us in.”
The perception of masculinity
could be changed through reflecting
on and becoming more aware ofhow
masculinity affects everyone and is
the first step in seeing how people are
boxed into gender expectations.
“Being able to see that box and
see those expectations and how they
BY KHUONG “TEDDY" VO
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play out for us is the first step for
understanding which expectations we
want to challenge, which expectations
we want to embrace, and the
spectrum between those two things:
which expectations we want to work
through and change for ourselves,”
Goncalves said.
Zac Galvan, a graduate student
at Seattle U and the program
coordinator at HAWC, also discussed
the ideas of masculinity. Galvan
believes that masculinity is rooted in
social perceptions rather thanbiology,
and can create challenges in forming
healthy relationships with people and
communities.
“Certain aspects of masculinity
restrict men and how they can
express themselves,” Galvan said.
“That can really impact the way that
they treat other people, whether that
be resorting to anger as a response
to trauma or resorting to keeping
traumatic emption pent up until it
results in self-harm or worse. So I
think that masculinity, or certain
aspects of masculinity as it’s become,
poses a lot of threats, not just to men,
but to non-male-identified people.”
Even though sexual assault is not a
new problem, it is never too outdated
to be discussed. Walking through The
Clothesline Project wall, participants
could have a brief look at a part of
the problem—why it would be so
important to fight against sexual
assault and why the problem was
traumatic, both of the questions were
answered with The Clothesline Project
wall. Joining in the masculinity
conversation gave participants an
opportunity to think carefully about
the gender perceptions and what
we should do to change that issue.
Throughout TBTN, the masculinity
conversation, and The Clothesline
Project, HAWC wanted to give
studentsof any gender an opportunity
to consolidate and share how they
think about domestic violence
and sexual assault.
Catherine Schultz, a sophomore
communication and media major
and a member of the HAWC team,
believes that HAWC is a good support
resource for Seattle U students.
“Being a listener is a lot of what
HAWC does,” Schultz said. “I think
that there is so much strength and
power in someone sharing their story,
and that is why we create a space
like this, to give survivors a platform
to share their stories. But everyone
has their own journey and process
through healing, so sharing it in a
public setting like this might not
be beneficial to someone like it is to
someone else. So we try to provide a
lot of different kinds of resources for
everyone in their vast experiences.”
Alex McGrew, a sophomore creative
writing major and a volunteer at
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A clothesline hung with T-Shirts with various phrases written on them made by survivors ofsexual assault.
HAWC, spoke to her own personal
experience of becoming particularly
troubled with sexual assault.
“Every girl hears the statistic that
in college, one in five women will
be raped. And I remember being a
sophomore inhigh schoolandstanding
with my friends...and I realized there
were five of us there. And I was just
devastated to see that,” McGrew said.
“It’s different hearing that versus
seeing five women standing there and
realizing it could happen to one of us,
it could happen to all of us. And so the
vigil is a really good representation
of the fact that everyone knows
someone. I don’t know if the statistic
has changed or not, but it’s something
that we hear about so often that it’s
really easy to forget how many people
it’s directly impacting.”
The problem of sexual assault and
rape culture can be changed if sex
and gender education started earlier
in schools.
McGrew’s colleague, Katie
Anderson, a sophomore psychology
and interdisciplinary double
major, emphasized the importance
of education and how it is a
necessary step in preventing sexual
assault in the future.
“At least my own experiences, in
high school, consent was never talked
about, there was no type ofsex-ed—it
was a Catholic high school—but that
doesn’t mean we can’t talk about sex.
I just saw that a lot of people around
me not understand what consent is,”
Anderson said.
Anderson believes that having
even the most basic introduction to
consent, for both sexual and non-
sexual acts, will help in respecting
others’ boundaries and what people
want for themselves. This could
lead to normalizing concepts
similar to this.
“Just further talking about it in the
education system so that when we get
older and get to places like college,
people know about these things, and
it will inevitably lessen these types of
situations and lessen the amount of
trauma that people have to experience
if people are coming into educational
spaces like this with the knowledge,”
Anderson said.
McGrew also agreed that sex
education should start as soon as
possible.
“And it’s not even just a private
school thing. I went to public school
up until I got to college and my first
sex-ed class was in seventh grade,
and no one talked about consent,”
McGrew said. “So it really wasn’t until
I started doing my own research and
asking really awkward questions to
my parents, because the sex-ed I was
getting at my school was so lacking,
that I started to learn about consent.”
At the end of the day, TBTN,
masculinity conversation, and
The Clothesline Project wall has
contributed to the Sexual Assault
Awarenessmonth. It is an opportunity
for the Seattle U community to take a
look at the problem and do whatever
they can to change it
The editormay be reached at
fdivinagracia@su-spectator.com
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GET YOUR GAME ON AT THE BEST PINBALL SPOTS IN SEATTLE
Kevin Cobb
Volunteer Writer
Seattle is home to a multitude of
unique game lounges and arcades that
are packed with not just the classic
pinball, but also pinball with its own
unique edge to match any kind of
person.
Looking for a way to kill an
afternoon on Saturday? Got an hour
for lunch? Don’t miss out on the most
accessible way to stretch a couple
bucks into hours of fun: pinball.
Residing in the International
District, The Seattle Pinball Museum
is knownto even the newest pinballers.
At the intersection of history and
entertainment, the museum offers
vintage pinball games that 3fe nearly
a century old, as well as more modem
machines. It is not called a museum
for nothing—each machine has the
date of the game and information
specific to that unique machine.
Notable pinball machine “Godzilla,”
glowsgreen in the corner ofthe second
floor, opposite ofWilliams Line Drive
Game—a two-player game that places
one player in the position ofa baseball
pitcher and one in that of a batter.
“In here, we probably have around
58 or 59 [pinball machines], but our
collection is probably around 200,” co-
owner Cindy Martin said.
It is easy to get lost in the incredible
variety of pinball machines since
$15 gets you unlimited plays for
each machine.
Ifyou are looking to beat the heat and
enjoy a nice day in Northern Capitol
Hill, look no further than Full Tilt
Ice Cream. On the way to Volunteer
Park, Full Tilt boasts not just delicious
ice cream, but a multitude of arcade
games including pinball, House ofthe
Dead, and skeeball.
Visitors are greeted with colorful
artwork over the glass encasing the ice
cream, depicting comic bookheroines
and aliens.
“Its a really diverse clientele,”
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
employee Sally Baldwin said: “We
have parents who come in and the
kids play the games, we have people
who just come in for the ice cream.”
Once past the ice cream, visitorscan
check out the two-player Mario Kart
driving game. Entirely in Japanese
and with a wheel, adjustable seat, and
pedals, this game is quite the novelty.
Farther down the long stretch of
pinball machines resides the “Batman
The Dark Knight” machine, filled with
moving parts and extra flippers- it is
quite a site.
Easily one of the coolest places in
Seattle, the Raygun Lounge resides
tucked away on Pine St. with walls
covered in comic book posters,video
game decals,retro anime,
and1980s cartoons playing on the
JOSHUA SCOGGIN • THE SPECTATOR
People ofmany different backgrounds can enjoy the ice cream, atmosphere, and games atFull Tilt Ice Cream.
television screens.
Got a quarter? You can take a crack
at Missile Command, Ms. Pacman, or
Galaga. Fifty cents? That gives you a
shot at the Dungeons 8c Dragons RPG
or Simpsons arcade game. All of these
can be played by up to four players, so
bring your squad.
For 75 cents, visitors can play any
pinball machine in the lounge. One
machine is the phenomenal “Iron
Maiden: Legacyofthe Beast.” Selecting
an Iron Maiden classic for each ball,
the game plays wicked metal guitar
riffs, which makes for an experience
like no other.
If all of that still isn’t enough, you
get unlimited access to an overflowing
cupboard of board games with any
purchase . The lounge also sells cards
and hosts “Magic: The Gathering”
tournaments. Tables are seemingly
always in use with a D8cD session.
“It was kinda like, another way
to serve the community of geeks
that were around here- to give them
somewhere to be and something to
do,” Manager Atticus Wiman said. “It’s
nice to give enough feeling like this
is, ya know, just another place you’re
hanging out at a table, not a big fancy
bar where people are watching.”
As otherworldly as the lounge is, it’s
all friendly faces and the staff are still
very down-to-Earth.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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REDHAWKS 60 GREEN FOR EARTH DAY
Debbie Dickinson
Volunteer Writer
It is always a good time to evaluate
your carbon footprint, so in honor
of Earth Day on April 22, here are
some ways you can be sustainable as a
college student—whetheryou live in a
dorm or off campus.
Reduce!
Electricity
All types of fuel used to generate
electricity leave a lasting impact on the
environment. Reducing the amount of
electricity you use is easy to do and
requires very little effort on your part.
By simply turning off the lights when
you leave a room and unplugging
your appliances when they are not in
use, you can reduce your electrical
waste. When shopping for appliances,
look out for ENERGY STAR labels
signifying energy efficiency. ENERGY
STAR appliances use less energy than
their traditional counterparts and
save you money in the long run. If you
have fluorescent light bulbs, make the
switch to compact fluorescent light
(CFL) bulbs. CFLs use less energy
and last up to 8-12 times longer than
regular light bulbs.
Water
Conserve water by turning off
faucets and showers when you are not
using them. Taking faster showers and
only doing laundry when you have a
full load are other ways you can reduce
water waste. Also, the water does not
need to be running while you brush
your teeth.
Paper
As college students, we use a lot of
paper. If your professor allows it, cut
down on your paper usage by taking
notes electronically or turning in
assignments online. If you need to
print something, print on both sides
of the paper. Avoid misprints by
checking your documents thoroughly
and use old printouts as scratch paper.
Instead of using paper towels while
cooking or cleaning, use a rag that you
can wash and use again. When you
grab a bite to eat, limit your napkin
consumption. Do not grab a handful
of napkins only to throw them away
later. Instead, take only what you
really need. If you need to use paper
products, try to only buy those that
are made from recycled paper.
Driving
Instead of driving or using a
rideshare app to get where you
need, try walking, biking, or using
public transportation. Less cars on
the road means less pollution in
the air and a healthier environment
for all of us. If you need to drive,
consider carpooling.
Food
Livestock farming is one of the most
substantialcontributors to greenhouse
gas emissions and environmental
degradation. The production of
meat-specifkally red meat-is
incredibly wasteful and requires more
resources than it yields. Livestock
production uses 75 percent% of the
earths agricultural land. Pumped
full of antibiotics, the meat we eat
is harmful to our immune systems
and bodily health. Cut back on your
meat consumption by participating in
Meatless Mondays. Not eating meat
one day a week will benefit you and
the world.
Aerosol Pollutants
Air fresheners are harmful to
the environment and can contain
chemicals that adversely affect your
health. If you want to get rid of funky
smells in your home, buy a plant.
Keeping plants in your living space
will improve air quality, and plants
like lavender and rosemary can even
help to neutralize weird odors.
Take a reusable bag with you when
you are groceryshopping, rather than
opting for a paper or plastic bag. The
waste of several disposable bags per
grocery trip really adds up over a
lifetime.
Reuse!
Bring On the go
Reusable containers and utensils
are another way to cut down on the
waste you generate. Instead of using
plastic wrap or foil on your leftovers,
use a container that you can wash and
reuse later. When you are on the go,
bring along a cup and utensils in the
event that you grab coffee or a bite
to eat. If you find yourself without a
reusable container, rethink straws and
plastic lids if you are not in danger of
spilling your beverage. As an added
incentive, Starbucks will give you a
10-cent discount if you bring your
own reusable cup.
Donate
Donating your old belongings is a
great wayto help the environment and
those in need. Rather than discarding
your old clothes and furniture tosit in
a landfill, donate them to your favorite
local charity. Instead of footing a
hefty bill for new books, clothing,
and furniture, buy what you need
second-hand. Buying or renting used
books saves you money and does not
contribute to the damaging effects of
new printing. Thriffing clothing and
furniture saves hundreds of gallons of
water used to create new textiles and
can even help stimulate your local
economy.
Be a smart consumer. Take the time
JAVIER PLASCENCIA • THE SPECTATOR
A hike out in nature to commemorate Earth Day 2019 on Monday, April 22.
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to ask yourself: Are the products I am
supporting beneficial to the planet
we all call home? Shop responsibly
and bankroll companies and brands
that are doing their best to be
environmentally responsible.
Recycle!
Recycling is an easy way to save
material and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. With so manyrecycling and
compost bins scattered throughout
campus, doing your part to save the
planet has never been simpler.
Food scraps, soiled paper, to-go
ware from Seattle University’s catering
services, and plant and yard waste
can all be composted in the many
compost bins located around campus.
Cap-less plastic bottles, plastic
bags, paper, cardboard, glass, and
metal can all be. recycled in the blue
recycling bins found around school.
If you have questions about what
you can and cannot recycle, consult
Seattle University’s compost and
recycling page.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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THIS SHOW IS (ICE AND) FIRE: “GOT” SEASON EIGHT PREMIERE
Ben Wiley
Volunteer Writer
Last Sunday marked the end of a long
two-year wait for “Game of Thrones”
(GOT) fans with the premiere of the
eighth and final season of the epic
television series that has captivated
fansaround the world.
“GOT,” set in the fantasy world of
Westeros, can best be described as a
medieval political drama featuring
characters from different regal
houses fighting for the Iron Throne
and control of the entire kingdom.
Although the show, has introduced
many characters over its existence, the
storyline mainly focuses on the family
members of the Stark, Lannister, and
Targaryen Houses.
“GOT’s”climb to TV royalty, Emmy
awards, and cultural phenomenon
status took time. At the beginning,
the show, based on the book series
by George R. Martin, had a modest
audience and reviews; however, its
unexpected plot twists, extreme
violence, unpredictable deaths, and
explicit sex-which draws criticism
from some-seem to be addictively
irresistable to many.
“GOT” has had a massive impact on
world culture, increasingly so since
the infamous Red Wedding scene
in the third season that established
the show’s reputation as one not
afraid to ruthlessly kill off characters
beloved by the fans and believed to
be essential to the plot. As a result of
the show adopting this method, its
fanbase has steadily grown in record
numbers. According to The Guardian,
every episode of “GOT” is watched
by an average of 25 million people.
Additionally, “GOT” has held the
record as the most pirated television
show for the past five years.
Its popularity has inspired memes
and fan theories and led many people
to name their children or pets after
characters in the show. It has also
resulted in a rise in collegiate medieval
studies and drastically increased
tourism in everyplace where the show
has filmed. Ranker.com reports that
Dubronivik, Croatia, the shooting
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location for King’s Landing (the
capital of Westeros), has become so
popular that locals are beginning to
turn away potential tourists.
“We became too popular in the last
couple ofyears, we became a victim to
our own success,” Ivan Vucovic, who
has led tours in the city for 12 years,
explained in the online article.
Because of “GOT’s” popularity,
it has completely changed the way
that media is consumed, and vastly
expanded the breadth of what is
possible in a TV show. This show
has become famous for its ability to
tell stories in inventive ways and take
risks. In a Rolling Stone article, critic
Rob Sheffield claims that “GOT” has
“rewritten the rules of what you can
achieve in a TV show.” Thanks to the
cultural influence of “GOT,” fantasy
shows and medieval dramas adapting
aspects of “GOT,” such as the bloody
violence, are hotter than ever.
Maureen Ryan, a television critic at
Variety, explains, “People are going to
be stealing and borrowing bits from
“GOT” for years and years. I think it’ll
be hard to create a show as widely seen
and talked about, but that won’t stop
people trying”.
Looking at the fanbase of “GOT’s,”
one of the largest groups are medieval
scholars. “GOT’s” take on life in
the Middle Ages/Medieval era
provides medieval studies scholars
the opportunity to educate those less
knowledgeable about this period
of history. However, according to
Quartz.com, many medieval scholars
point out that “GOT’s” portrayal of
this historical era is not completely
accurate as the actual Medieval era was
more culturally and racially diverse
than the fictional “GOT”world.
“Medievalists look at [Game of
Thrones] as this dystopia of time in
the Middle Ages,” Medieval scholar
Keene explains.
Whenasked aboutwhat she thought
of “GOT,” Dr: Theresa Earenfight,
a professor of history at Seattle
University, admitted that she has only
seen a few episodes of the series due
to her finding the violence troubling.
“Honestly, from what I saw, I didn’t
think ofit asmedieval. It looked to me
like fantasy cloaked in something that
people like to think of as medieval. It
was more like cosplay than a depiction
of medieval Europe,” she said in
an email.
The final season of“GOT” promises
to be an iconic one that lives up to
the expectations of its fanbase. Fans
around the globe are eager to find
out which of their favorite characters
will survive the climactic battle with
the Night King and his army. Despite
“GOT” sadly coming to an end after
eight of the most groundbreaking
seasons in TV history, its legacy,
characters, and cultural influence will
still be felt for manyyears to come.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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The Vachon Gallery was specially
decorated this week for the Digital
Design Exhibition, an event run by
students graduating fromthe program
to show off all their hard work during
their time at Seattle University.
Surrounding walls were covered by
clean, professional posters and the
wide space in the middle of the room
was occupied additional products
created by the student artists.
The room buzzed as people laughed
and music played, the crowds milled
around looking at all the hard work
their peers had done. This was truly a
non-traditional art gallery, with pop
music and a lively assembly admiring
the works in stark contrast to the
stereotypical thought of pristine halls
with hushed patrons.
DIGITAL DESIGNERS WORK THE LATE-SHIFT AT 2019 EXHIBITION
Logan Gilbert
StaffWriter
The theme of the exhibit is
“24/7,” which is both an homage
to the convenience store as well as
a reference to the long nights that
the students’ stayed up to get their
projects done. The theme was meant
to express the student’s goal of making
designs that were beautiful, efficient,
and convenient.
The exhibit was clean and well-
organized in an effort to showcase
these ideas of beauty and efficiency,
and the environment was made to be
convenient and intuitive in order to
provide as much accessibility for the
visitors as possible. Emily Mozzone,
a fourth-year digital design major,
is one of the director co-chairs and
helped come up with the theme for
the event.
“We wanted to do something more
fun and lighthearted—something that
moved away from the idea of high
design, something that was more
accessible to people,” Mozzone said.
Annie Jameson is a third-year
French and international studies
major who attended the event to
support friends who have projects
in the showcase. While not typically
a gallery visitor, Jameson found the
exhibit very inviting and interesting.
“I think it’s a cool idea. It makes it
more relatable for college students,
this idea of a convenience store that’s
open 24 hours,” Jameson said. “That’s
really how a lot of college students
are, staying up until absurd hours,
which makes it definitely accessible
for students.”
The gallery featured many different
types of designs that the students
created, including package design,
identity design, and user interface
design. Posters displayed information
on a variety of subjects from
mycoremediation mushrooms to the
multiverse to typefaces themedaround
emotions like grief and heartache.
A few highlights included mock-
editorial designs that featured striking
visuals and evocative narratives. There
were also physical product designs
which not only did they create the
designs for product advertisement,
but also created the projects and
displayed them in the gallery.
The artists have been working on
these projects for the last four years as
part of their Capstone Project, which
is the culmination of all of the skills
that they have learned over the course
of their time at Seattle U.
The cohort of 23 students has been
planning for months trying to create
the projects that they will display, but
they also all workedto put together the
whole program, from the organization
to the construction to the event space.
The whole space was transformed by
the team for the event; dividing walls
were put up for display and the space
was repainted for the exhibit.
The showcase also featured a small
shop selling prints, shirts, bags, and
stickers designed by the students. The
gallery also held a silent auction that
ran throughout the night where items
such as soccer jerseys, paintings, and
antique posters were sold to raise
money. All of the profits will go to
Art with Heart, a charity that helps
children in the Seattle area who have
been through trauma or have faced
adversity. They provide products and
services to try and help kids in the
community cope and find a creative
outlet in their lives.
Greta White, a fourth-year digital
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Co-directors Greta White (left) and Emily Mozzone (right) thank the crowdfor
attending the 24/7Digital Design Exhibition.
design major and one of the director
co-chairs explained why the charity
was chosen.
“As we’re all artists, we wanted
to support the development of
local artists because we know how
important it is to impact people with
these resources,’’White said.
Anyone can go and view the hard
APRIL 24,2019
work that the entire digital design
team put into their capstone projects
at the exhibit, which will be available
for the public to view in the Fine
Arts Building’s Vachon Gallery until
May 16.
Logan may be reached at
lgilbert@su-spectator.com
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CAGE THE ELEPHANT “SOCIAL CUES” REFLECTS ON SCHULTZ’S DIVORCE
Michelle Newblom
Editor-in-Chief
Cage the Elephant fans have been
patiently waiting four years for a
new full-record, and the band lifted
everyone from that drought with the
release of their fifth studio album,
“Social Cues” on April 19.
Heavy emotions are not a new area
for the band, but lead singer Matt
Schultz’s recent divorce set a dark
mood for the 13 tracks. The songs
bounce between the emotions of
unwinding a relationship and the
murky moments of fame.
While still reminiscent of their
original style, this newest album
has adopted a more pop and classic
alternative sound. Known for their
experimental music and noisy, rowdy
shows, this album gives listeners a
different experience. Long-time Cage
fans might find this disappointing,
but Schultz’s powerful vocals and
lyrics coupled with the bands’ strong
instrumentalsprove this album will be
another success.
Opener “Broken Boy” had a lot to
live up to, compared to the first tracks
of previous albums. With a catchy
chorus that highlights Schultz’s vocals,
it is a standout that gets the album
going. Lively and upbeat, the song
pairs well with “Tell Me I’m Pretty”
album’s “Mess Around.”
The next song is the album’s
namesake.“Social Cues” expands on
the theme of being in the spotlight.
The post-chorus repeats “At least
you’re on the radio.” Following the
lines “Don’t know ifI can play this part
much longer,” it directly comments
on the pressures and expectations of
celebrity status.
“Black Madonna” is one of the best
tracks on the album, and it is followed
by “Night Running” which features
Cage’s co-headlinerthis summer, Beck
(the tour will stop in Washington on
July 11 and 13). This track is more
up Beck’s alley and has a sound
reminiscent of Arctic Monkeys’ style.
Combining Schultz’s battle with
fame and heartbreak, the meditative
tone of “Skin and Bones” explores
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the evil he faced when attempting to
escape the various vices of celebrity
status. “Ready to Let Go” was the first
single offthis album and fanshave had
plenty of time to listen to it on repeat.
“House of Glass” reminded me
more of Cage’s experimental grunge
vibe. The second single to be released,
this track is a throwback to earlier
albums as Schultz alternates between
screaming and mumbling the lyrics
in an unsettling but fascinating
manner. The repetition of “Smile for
the camera, repeat and do it over” is
haunting in Schultz’s monotone voice.
The album hits a rough spot in the
middle, with tracks “Love’s The Only
Way,” “The War Is Over,” “Dance
Dance,” and “What I’m Becoming”
all seemingly quite forgetful. They
feel curated and repetitive, with a lack
of originality in some of the lyrics.
“Social Cues” definitely had a strong
start, slowed down in the middle, but
revived itself at the end.
The last two tracks, “Tokyo Smoke”
and “Goodbye” are again, some of the
best on the album. The instrumentals
of “Tokyo Smoke” are original and
evoke memories ofa darkerversion of
“Melophobia.” Another haunting set
of lyrics are developed flawlessly by
Schultz, once again encapsulating his
struggle with his public image: “My
public smile, my double face, half in
the light, halfin the shade.”
At this point, I think I’ve listed
more than half of the tracks on this
album as my favorite, but for anyone
in love with “Cigarette Daydreams”
( pretty much everyone), “Goodbye”
is another painful and beloved
song. The music video for “Cigarette
Daydreams” featured Schultz’s wife,
and “Goodbye” is a direct message to
the end of their relationship—it also
happens to end the album.
Schultz’ relationship did not burn
out quickly, as noted in one of the
verses: “So manythings I want tosayto
you, so many sleepless nights I prayed
for you.” Some of the most powerful
and sad lyrics come immediately
after: “My heart’s an ashtray and I lost
my mind, you bring the smokes, I’ve
got the time.” These lyrics feel like a
callback to “Cigarette Daydreams”
and putting out smokes in the ashtray
of Schultz’s heart evokes a strong sense
of pain through this brilliant writing.
While “Social Cues” was not what
many fans expected, I disagree with
critics who claim the band played it
safe and did not deliver. The lyrics are
as powerful as ever andSchultz’s vocals
continue to deliver. For listeners only
familiar with “Ain’t No Rest For The
Wicked” and “Cigarette Daydreams,”
“Social Cues” will deliver other
evocative and meaningful songs. And
for long-time fans, Cage the Elephant’s
growth over the last 11 years has been
fun to watch, and this album features
tracks with earlier sounds and others
with a new stylewe haven’theard from
Cage before.
Michelle may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
COURTESY OF PANCAKES AND WHISKEY
WOMEN’S GOLF TEES UP FOR WAC TOURNAMENT
Nicole Golba
The Worst Staff Writer
The Seattle University Womens Golf
team started their morning early on
Thursday, April 18. 8:00 a.m. signaled
the beginning of the 2019 Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) Golf
Tournament, where the Redhawks
hosted the event at local Oakbrook
Golf Club in Lakewood, Washington.
The team was predicted to come out
third behind only New Mexico State
and Grand Canyon University.
The competitive roster of golfers,
finalized on Wednesday before
the tournament, consisted of five
Redhawks. The team, as Sophomore
Kimberlee Tottori noted, is a young
but talented group.
“With five sophomores, our team
is still young and shows so much
potential for the years ahead,”
Tottori said.
The team was led by Tottori, who
acquired an average of +4.08 over 24
rounds throughout the year. Junior
Krystal Hu, with a score of +4.46 over
24 rounds, showcased her talent at the
Red Rocks Invitational during her first
year as a Redhawk.
Sophomores Vendela From and
Keisha Lugito have also had successful
seasons thus far, with respective scores
of +7.14 and +5.91 heading into the
tournament. Rounding out the field
was Senior Yen Tin Wong, with an
adjusted score of +6.61 going into her
last tournament.
The Redhawks started the
tournament out strong. From, leading
the team, sat in a tie for first place
after just one round. As a whole, the
team collectively sat in second place—-
only three strokes behind first-place
Utah Valley.
Highlights from day one include
From reaching a low score of four
under par, with teammates Tottori
and Hu following close behind.
Going into day two, the Redhawks
battled their way into first place
SPORTS
overall. After two rounds and atotal of
18 strokes on par, the groupwas ledby
From, who maintained her first-place
tie. Lugito also fared well, shooting a
73 for a 10-over total.
As the last day ofthe 2019 WAC Golf
Tournament neared, the Redhawks
hoped to hang on to their lead. The
winning team receives an automatic
bid to the 2019 NCAA Tournament
field, which is no small feat. Going
into the final day in first place, the
pressure was on, as Lugito noted.
“It sure was pretty nerve wracking
since we were second the first day
and then leading the second day,”
Lugito said.
The course itself also proved
challenging, as teammate Tottori said.
“The course had some difficult
pins and there was stiff competition,”
Tottori said.
Despite the difficulties and
pressures faced, the Redhawks
remained resilient.
“All days, the team environmentwas
very positive,” Lugito added.
Afteranother three rounds, the team
ended in atie for first place with WAC
opponent New Mexico State. Both
teams finished at 33 strokes over par,
meaning a tiebreakerplayoff ensued.
Tottori and From led the pack yet
again, both ending in a tie for fourth
place and scores of six-over 219. Hu
and Wong displayed consistent play
across all three days of competition,
with Hu finishing in another tie at
12th place. Lugito, coming back
strong from a tough first round,
bounced back and brought her total to
13-over 226.
Unfortunately, the strong
performances put out by the
Redhawks was not enough to take the
WAC Tournament victory. The four
best scores on each hole were totaled,
and although close, New Mexico State
ultimately took the overall victory
and the bid to the NCAA Womens
GolfTournament.
The initial disappointment of a
hard-fought battle ending in loss only
served as encouragement for theteam.
Tottori remained positive, especially
since the team is largely composed
ofunderclassmen.
“The WAC ConferenceTournament
demonstrated that our team has the
ability to succeed and that we are
continually improving,” Tottori said.
“I look forward to competing next
year and representing Seattle U along
with my teammates.”
Despite the heartbreaking result,
the team ofgolfers accomplishedwhat
no team has done before. With the
highest-ever team finish in Seattle U
history and an undeniably talented
group of golfers, the future looks
bright and more records look to
be overcome.
Lugito and teammates left the
course hopeful, as each year has
shown massive improvement for
the Redhawks.
“Each year, we’re getting closer and
closer to the sweet taste of victory.
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Next year, it’s gonnabe the one.”
Head Coach Marc Chandonnet,
regardless of the outcome, is also
proud ofthe young team.
“Setbacks are part of life and I am
confident this group will bounce
back stronger than before. We will
be a force to reckon with in the
coming years, especially if they use
this as a motivator to work even
harder,” Chandonnet said in an
emailed statement.
And although the team will hang
their clubs for some time, Chandonnet
proudly stated, “We have nothing to
hang our heads about.”
Nicole may be reached at
ngolba@su-spectator.com
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The Redhawks set the tone for their
three-day meet this weekend with a
new school record. The Bryan Clay
Invitational, hosted by Azusa Pacific,
saw Redshirt Senior Caylah Lunning
set a new school record in the long
jump with an incredible 5.76-meter
jump. The previous record of
5.56-meters was set by Emily Walsters
HALEY DOW • THE SPECTATOR
Women’s softball team celebrates after a
successful inning.




The Seattle UniversityMen’s Baseball
team traveled down to Phoenix,
Arizona to take on Pac-12 school
Arizona State University (ASU).
The Redhawks also took on Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) team,
Grand Canyon University (GCU) for
a three-game series April 18-20.
The Redhawks started their week
off against No. 12 ranked ASU. The
Redhawks fought hard, but the Sun
Devils captured the 12-5 win over
the Redhawks.
In WAC play against GCU, the
Redhawks fell short on Thursday
afternoon, losing 14-4. Senior Infielder
Jake Taylor collected the solo home
run in the sixth inning, making it his
fifthhome run ofthe 2019 season.
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and had been unchallenged since 2011.
Caylah was not the only one to
achieve such incredible success this
weekend. Sophomore Nicole Golba
set a personal record in the 400-meter
hurdles with a time of 1:05.90.
Sophomore Michaela Moore set
a personal record in the 100-meter
dash with a time of 12.32. In the
800-meter dash, both Junior Siobhan
Rubio and First-year Ellie Postman
set personal records with times of
2:12.12 and 2:14.75 respectively.
The Redhawks will compete
at the Oregon State High
Performance meet in Corvallis,
Oregon on April 26 and April 27.
Tennis
The Redhawks finished their regular
season on April 19 in a match against
Sacramento State University. Despite
putting on great performances
in the doubles matchups, the
Redhawks were unable to secure the
win with a final score of 5-2. This
score included a single point for
the overall doubles matches, and a
point for a win in a singles match.
The Redhawks took the field once
again this past Friday, falling to
GCU 6-0.
The Redhawks could not avoid
the sweep in the final game of the
series against GCU on Saturday. The
Redhawks fell short again, losing by
just one run 5-4. Senior Infielder Jacob
Prater went two for four at the plate,
giving his teammates the chance to
collect two RBI’s coming from a fifth
inning two-run homer.
The Seattle U baseball team is
back at Bannerwood park Tuesday,
April 23 where they take on British
Columbia University.
Trackand Field
The men’s trackand field team traveled
to Southern California for the Mt. Sac
Relays in Torrance, California and
the Bryan Clay Invitational in Azusa,
California this past weekend.
First-year Alisa Sabotic was
able to take home a win by
default in her singles matchup
as the Hornets roster fell short.
The Hornet’s lack of players also
gave the Redhawks an automatic win
in a doubles match. To continue the
doubles matches, Sophomore Hannah
Gianan and Senior Lily-Ana Kreutzer
came together for a 6-4 victory.
Sophomore Kyra Jung and
First-year Hannah Grossman
were also able to secure a win in
their doubles match, thus giving
the Redhawks the doubles point.
The Redhawks will compete in the
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
Championships in Brownsville, Texas
on April 26 through April 28 where
they will take on Kansas City.
Softball
The Redhawkscame out swinging with
an impressive 6-1 win over California
State University (CSU) Bakersfield on
April 19. Withthis win, the Redhawks
moved into a tie for first-place with
Grand Canyon in the WAC standings.
In typical Seattle fashion, the second
Two runners ran at the Mt. Sac
Relays. Senior distance runner Cal
Davidson-Turner ran his way to a
31:58.70 in the 10k and Senior Eli
Boudouris earned a 9:14.17 in the
3k steeplechase.
The rest of the team competed at
the Bryan Clay Invitational hosted
by Azusa Pacific University. First-
year Stewart Keene had a 1:53.56
in the 800-meter, falling shy of the
800-meter outdoor school record by
0.16 seconds. Sophomore Nathan
Pixler ran a 1:55.04 800-meter race.
First-year Isaiah Payne ran a
personal best in the 100-meter dash,
running a 10.88.
Personal records continued to
come in as First-year Zach Gonzales
recorded a 50.39 400-meter with
Junior Ja'rod DeGuzman followed
close behind with a 51.27.
In the 400-meter Hurdles, Junior
gamewas delayeddueto rain.However,
once the game commenced, Redshirt
Sophomore Carley Nance pitched a
complete game in a WAC contest.
Nance gave up only four hits with
no earned runs and struck out six.
The next day, the Redhawks came
back even more fired up, earning an
8-0 win against CSU Bakersfield.
Senior Andie Larkins pitched the
fifth no-hit game in programhistory.
Sophomore pitcher Shianne
Smith tied a single-game school
record with 12 strikeouts.
The Redhawks will compete
at the WAC series at Grand
Canyon next weekend, starting
out with a doubleheader on Friday
and a single game in Phoenix.
Kristen may be reached at
knielsen@su-spectator.com
Steve Brown came in at a time of56.30
and First-year Lucas Milne finished
in 56.60.
In the 1500-meter, Senior Jacques
Herbert had a time of 3:50.50. First-
Year Ansel Pendley-Griffin had a
personal best with a 3:56.29. Senior
Ben Monk followed close behind with
a 4:01.29.
The Redhawks will travel down to
Corvallis, Oregon for the Oregon
State High Performance Meet. It takes
place April 26 and April 27.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
TIME OUT SESSION: SHIANNE SMITH PITCHING TO PERFECTION
Nicole Golba
Staff Writer
Shianne Smith has put together an
impressive sophomore season for the
Seattle University Softball team. In
81.1 innings pitched, she has racked
up an impressive 85 strikeouts, the
fifth most in the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC). This past
Saturday, she tied a Seattle U single-
game record when she struck out 12
batters. The right-handed pitcher
has earned six wins and picked up
one save so far this season and has
been a key member of the dominant
Redhawk pitching staff.
NG: How has the team dynamic been
this year?
SS: It’s awesome. We have one of the
best teams fromwhat I’ve heard—and
I’ve only been here a year. I have an
inside joke with every single person
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Sophomorepitcher for the Redhawks Softball team, Shianne Smith, named WAC Player of the Week.
on the team and I know everybody
so well. It’s really cool, and we want
to hang out with everybody on our off
days. We want to see each other and
see how everybody’s doing. We care a
lot about each other and this is like a
sisterhood we will keep for the rest of
our lives.
NG: Congratulations on winning
WAC Pitcher of the week! How did
it feel winning your second Weekly
Conference Award, and has it
motivatedyou?
SS: It’s cool to win the award, and I’m
very thankful I won. This sounds bad,
but I don’t really notice how many
strikeoutsI had or any ofthe statistical
stuff. I don’t know anything until
Brian tells me after the game. It was
awesome to win the award and I was
really surprised when I won it because
I thought there were so many other
people that did great that weekend.
I’m very appreciative and honored,
and it motivates me to be betterfor my
team. I want to do what I do well so
my team does well. I don’t care ifI ever
win an award—I want my team to do
well. I care so much about the team.
NG: Do you thinkhaving home games
has been beneficial for the team?
SS: I think it has because we’re used
to everything and we know the Seattle
weather. It’s hard for other teams
coming in and being really confused
about what to expect.
NG: Do you have any team goals for
the remainder ofthe season?
SS: Obviously we want to win the
WAC Championship. We want to play
up to a high standard.
NG: How do you keep yourself
motivated throughout the
APRIL 23,2019
year, especially since softball
trains year-round?
SS: I think something that keeps me
very humble is that I’m a part of a
church group. I’m one of the leaders
here on campus, and it keeps me
humble on good and bad days. It
takes me back to my roots. Also, being
with the team is so awesome. I can go
to anybody and we can vent for five
minutes and then we’re good, and the
other person picks us up right away.
NG: Do you have a favorite pre-game
food, song, or any special rituals?
SS: I have a playlist I listen to
beforehand. I’m very superstitious,
so the night before I have to eat the
same—I carbo-load. Then in the
morning I usually do yoga, have my
coffee, and make sure I’m myself
before I even walk into where we’re
warming up. That’s something that’s
really important to me.
NG: Lastly, do you have a favorite
memory with the Softball team?
SS: I thinkthatbeing apart of the New
Mexico game was really cool. We went
10 innings and everybody was being
completely themselves. We always
support each other, and knowing
that our training up to then paid off
was so cool. Seeing our training pay
off and because they’re our rivals, it
was cool seeing everyone fight and
be so positive and loud and live up to
our expectations.
Softball has three remaining road
games against Grand Canyon
University and will then return home
for the final three games of the regular
season —all against California Baptist
University—on May 3 and May4.
Nicole may be reached at
ngolba@su-spectator.com
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STUDENT RESPONSE TO UBER ASSAULT
Any event involving assault, especially one thatmay insinuate a prejudice, catches peoples’ attention. With a growing list ofviolent incidents involving conve-
nient transportation services such as Uber and Lyft, concern has arisen among people worldwide.
When assault and Uber are correlated, moststatistics via a quick google search reveal the driver is to blame. For example, an investigation by CNN found a
total of 103 Uber drivers and 18 Lyft drivers accused of rape, sexual assault, orkidnapping ofpassengers over the past four years.
A local incident involving a suspected Seattle University student flipped the stat on its head.. On April 1, 2019, a group of three people attempted torob an
Uber driver at the intersection of 11th and Madison.
The subjects have been traced back through security footage to Vi Hilbert Hall and with one individual swiping the group into the building, students are con-
cerned ifthe perpetrator lives in their hall.. Because Vi Hilbert Hall is located on Seattle University’s campus and is exclusive to its students as such, concern is
evidentcampus-wide—and rightfully so.
Although Public Safety has since handed the investigation to the Seattle Police Department (SPD), Resident Assistants (RAs) were neither notified nor warned
of any potentially dangerous individuals within the commons. Should they have been warned, and should they be worried?
Take into account the three individuals and more so, their actions. The Uber driver, who simply refused to take the three to a new location because they did
not update the app, faced verbal and physical harassment. Under the influenceof alcohol, one individualalso pulled on the driver’s headscarfwhile another
unsuccessfullyattempted to punch her and steal her phone.
Seattle Universityprides itself in educating the whole personand empowering leaders for a just and humane world. If this is true, students have a right to
know if they are living amongst a potentially dangerous individual. A violent, serious crime was committed, and the culprit may verywell be living amongst
students within Vi Hilbert Hall.
The fact that not even RAs were informedof the event isconcerning. Although it remains unclear ifthe incidentwas a hate crime, a crime was committed
nonetheless. As such, any resident should be notified in the case they are living amongst an individual who could Very well commit anothercrime.
A person verbally and physically harassed anotherhuman being—that should not be taken lightly. The perpetrator could very well be not just a Seattle Uni-
versity student, but a resident in Vi Hilbert Hall. Other residents have a right to know ifthis is the case.
Anonymity is important in some cases, but in this event, safety should remain a priority. Vi Hilbert Hall and itsresidents should be informedof the incident
and should remain involved in the ongoing case—especially ifthe perpetrator is walking their halls.
If the dignity and rights of the human person are as valued as Seattle University’s Mission Statement says, then students within Vi Hilbert Hall should be in-
formed and kept up to date on a potentially dangerous individual living amongst them.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Michelle Newblom, Frances Divinagracia, Elise Wang, Sophia Wells, Josh Merchant, Michael Ollee, Alec Downing, Sam Schultheis, and Emily
Mozzone. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle
University.
What most fail to consider is the risk the drivers take themselves.





Q# I really have topee but I don’t wanna walk to the• bathroom :( What do :(
A You could not prank Mama with fake questions >:(:
QIhave a lot to do, but I alsofeel like I need to relax.* How do Ikick back a little without completely
avoiding my responsibilities?
A Ifit’s a little over oneweek back from spring break
AND
• Easter and you’re already really stressed again, you’re
* doing too much, plain and simple. You need to cut back
and quit something. Iguarantee it’s not just school stressing you
out like this, I bet you have other jobs or clubs or sports. Make
a list of everything during your week - homework time, school
time, calling your mom time, any obligations. Make sure these
don’t go over 40-45 hours, and if they do, you’re doing TOO
much! Cut back! If you aren’t able to (like perhaps you need
to work 40 hours a week to pay your bills), I like to be very
conscious ofhow I use my free time. I can find myself scrolling
mindlessly on Tumblr or Facebook, and before Iknow it, a full
hour has passed with me doing something I only marginally
enjoy. Instead, actively choose to do something you like. Watch
your favorite YouTuber, bake something, play a video game,
take 30 minutes to exercise. You’ll feel like your free time lasts
three times as long, I swear it.
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Fun TiltIce Cream is a greatplace to go with friends and give pinball a try.
